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The Consolation of Philosophy
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The most beguilingly seductive novel to date from the
author of The Passion and Sexing the Cherry.
Winterson chronicles the consuming affair between
the narrator, who is given neither name nor gender,
and the beloved, a complex and confused married
woman. "At once a love story and a philosophical
meditation."--New York Times Book Review.

A Modern Utopia by H. G. Wells - Delphi
Classics (Illustrated)
A Glossary of Literary Terms
Discussing the idea of space in the first half of the
19th century, this book uses contemporary poetry,
essays, and fiction as well as scientific papers,
textbooks, and journalism to give an account of 19thcentury literature's relationship with science.

Last Night's Paper
A multidisciplinary index covering the journal
literature of the arts and humanities. It fully covers
1,144 of the world's leading arts and humanities
journals, and it indexes individually selected, relevant
items from over 6,800 major science and social
science journals.

Enabling Technology for Simulation
Science
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In 1921, G. K. Chesterton set out for a year-long tour
of the United States. At every turn, he is reminded of
the heritage shared by the two countries. He is also
keenly aware of the differences which distinguish the
two nations and allow the possibility of genuine
friendship between the two nations. Written for a
British audience, the book is full criticism and praises,
dreams and disappointments for America. It is a
timely book for Americans: to see what past great
things we have lost, what prophecies have come true,
and what hope we still have.

Five Dialogues
Set largely on the pages of a website where gay male
escorts are reviewed by their clients, and told through
the postings, emails, and conversations of several
dozen unreliable narrators, The Sluts chronicles the
evolution of one young escort's date with a satisfied
client into a metafiction of pornography, lies, halftruths, and myth. Explicit, shocking, comical, and
displaying the author's signature flair for blending
structural complexity with direct, stylish, accessible
language, The Sluts is Cooper's most transgressive
novel since Frisk, and one of his most innovative
works of fiction to date.

Classical Philosophy
This eBook features the unabridged text of ‘A Modern
Utopia’ from the bestselling edition of ‘The Complete
Works of H. G. Wells’. Having established their name
as the leading publisher of classic literature and art,
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Delphi Classics produce publications that are
individually crafted with superior formatting, while
introducing many rare texts for the first time in digital
print. The Delphi Classics edition of Wells includes
original annotations and illustrations relating to the
life and works of the author, as well as individual
tables of contents, allowing you to navigate eBooks
quickly and easily. eBook features: * The complete
unabridged text of ‘A Modern Utopia’ * Beautifully
illustrated with images related to Wells’s works *
Individual contents table, allowing easy navigation
around the eBook * Excellent formatting of the
textPlease visit www.delphiclassics.com to learn more
about our wide range of titles

Gothic-postmodernism
Two men kidnap a mischievous boy and request a
large ransom for his return.

The Critic
The British National Bibliography
Written on the Body
This text is the first volume of a comprehensive
anthology of Californian literature. It is divided into
four parts and contains material ranging from Native
American origin myths to Hollywood novels dissecting
the American dream.
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Apologie for Poetrie, 1595
The History of the Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire
One of Plato's most enduring works, Five Dialogues
(Euthyphro, Apology, Crito, Meno and Phaedo)
punctuates the key moments in Socrates' life, from
his trial to his death, with timeless philosophical
debates about law, love, virtue, ethics and the
meaning of life.

The World Book Encyclopedia
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the
needs of elementary, junior high, and high school
students.

Architecture and Modern Literature
Musaicum Press presents to you an Arthur Machen
collection, which has been designed and formatted to
the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. Arthur Machen (1863-1947)
was a Welsh author and mystic of the 1890s and early
20th century. He is best known for his influential
supernatural, fantasy, and horror fiction. His novella
The Great God Pan has garnered a reputation as a
classic of horror (Stephen King has called it "Maybe
the best [horror story] in the English language").
Historian of fantastic literature Brian Stableford has
suggested that Machen "was the first writer of
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authentically modern horror stories, and his best
works must still be reckoned among the finest
products of the genre". Table of Contents: Novels: The
Three Impostors The Hill of Dreams The Terror: A
Mystery The Secret Glory Short Stories and Novellas:
A Fragment of Life The White People The Great God
Pan The Inmost Light The Shining Pyramid The Red
Hand The Bowmen The Soldiers' Rest The Monstrance
The Dazzling Light The Bowmen And Other Noble
Ghosts The Marriage of Panurge Psychology The Rose
Garden The Ceremony The Happy Children The Great
Return A New Christmas Carol Out of the Earth Essay:
Hieroglyphics Translation: The Memoirs of Jacques
Casanova de Seingalt, 1725-1798 Autobiography: Far
Off Things Criticism: Arthur Machen: A Novelist of
Ecstasy and Sin (With Two Uncollected Poems by
Arthur Machen)

The Sluts
Alphabetically arranged and followed by an index of
terms at the end, this handy reference of literary
terms is bound to be of invaluable assistance to any
student of English literature.

The Cambridge Introduction to
Postmodern Fiction
Being the first to outline the literary genre, Gothicpostmodernism, this book articulates the
psychological and philosophical implications of terror
in postmodernist literature, analogous to the terror of
the Gothic novel, uncovering the significance of
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postmodern recurrences of the Gothic, and identifying
new historical and philosophical aspects of the
genre.While many critics propose that the Gothic has
been exhausted, and that its significance is depleted
by consumer society's obsession with instantaneous
horror, analyses of a number of terror-based
postmodernist novels here suggest that the Gothic is
still very much animated in Gothic-postmodernism.
These analyses observe the spectral
characters,doppelgangers, hellish waste lands and
the demonised or possessed that inhabit texts such
as Paul Auster'sCity of Glass, Salman Rushdie's The
Satanic Verses and Bret Easton Ellis'sLunar
Park.However, it is the deeper issue of the lingering
emotion of terror as it relates to loss of reality and
self, and to death, that is central to the study; a
notion of 'terror' formulated from the theories of
continental philosophers and contemporary cultural
theorists. With a firm emphasis on the sublime and
the unrepresentable as fundamental to this
experience of terror; vital to the Gothic genre; and
central to the postmodern experience, this study
offers an insightful and concise definition of Gothicpostmodernism. It firmly argues that 'terror' (with all
that it involves) remains a connecting and potent link
between the Gothic and postmodernism: two modes
of literature that together offer a unique voicing of the
unspeakable terrors of postmodernity.

Aristotle on the Art of Poetry
Arts & Humanities Citation Index
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The dialogue takes place the day after Socrates
described his ideal state. In Plato's works such a
discussion occurs in the Republic. Socrates feels that
his description of the ideal state wasn't sufficient for
the purposes of entertainment and that "I would be
glad to hear some account of it engaging in
transactions with other states" (19b). Hermocrates
wishes to oblige Socrates and mentions that Critias
knows just the account (20b) to do so. Critias
proceeds to tell the story of Solon's journey to Egypt
where he hears the story of Atlantis, and how Athens
used to be an ideal state that subsequently waged
war against Atlantis (25a). Critias believes that he is
getting ahead of himself, and mentions that Timaeus
will tell part of the account from the origin of the
universe to man. The history of Atlantis is postponed
to Critias. The main content of the dialogue, the
exposition by Timaeus, follows.

The Caricature of Love
Space and the 'March of Mind'
The Literature of California: Native
American beginnings to 1945
Learning to Die in the Anthropocene
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Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets
of the Universe
Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a
brother in prison, but when he meets Dante and they
become friends, Ari starts to ask questions about
himself, his parents and his family that he has never
asked before.

The Black Cat
Exploring the related cultural forms of architecture
and literature in the modern era

The New-York Mirror, and Ladies'
Literary Gazette
Delphi Collected Works of Arthur Machen
(Illustrated)
The late German historian considers all forms and
movements of human affairs as he predicts the
inevitable eclipse of Western civilization, in an
abridged edition of the classic study, first published
more than eighty years ago. Reprint.

Timon of Athens
The supernatural tales of the Welsh mystic author
Arthur Machen have played an instrumental, though
in recent times semi-forgotten part in the history of
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horror fiction. Famous tales such as ‘The Great God
Pan’ and ‘The Hill of Dreams’ have intrigued readers
for over a hundred years, retaining the same raw
power that first shocked Victorian readers. This
comprehensive collection offers the most complete
edition of Arthur Machen possible in the US, with all
the fiction except for one obscure short story
collection. The compressive eBook provides numerous
illustrations, informative introductions, many rare nonfiction works and the usual Delphi bonus material.
(Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images
relating to Machen's life and works * Concise
introductions to the novels and other texts * ALL four
novels, with individual contents tables * Rare novels
like THE GREEN ROUND appear here for the first time
in digital print * Images of how the books were first
printed, giving your eReader a taste of the original
texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * Rare short
story collections like THE CHRONICLE OF CLEMENDY,
appearing in print for the first time in many years *
Special chronological and alphabetical contents tables
for the short stories * Rare uncollected tales – 105
grisly Machen stories for you to explore * Easily locate
the short stories you want to read * Special criticism
section, with Starrett’s seminal essay evaluating
Machen’s contribution to literature * Features
Machen’s first autobiography - discover the author’s
early life and first inspirations * Scholarly ordering of
texts into chronological order and literary genres
Please note: ‘The House of the Hidden Light’ cannot
appear in this collection due to being published for
the first time in 2003 and therefore not being in the
public domain. Once new texts enter the public
domain, they will be added to the eBook as a free
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update. Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to
browse through our range of exciting titles
CONTENTS: The Novels THE HILL OF DREAMS THE
TERROR THE SECRET GLORY THE GREEN ROUND The
Shorter Fiction THE CHRONICLE OF CLEMENDY: OR
THE HISTORY OF THE IX JOYOUS JOURNEYS.
CARBONNEK THE GREAT GOD PAN, AND THE INMOST
LIGHT THE THREE IMPOSTORS: OR THE
TRANSMUTATIONS THE HOUSE OF SOULS THE
ANGELS OF MONS THE GREAT RETURN THE SHINING
PYRAMID, 1923 THE SHINING PYRAMID, 1924 THE
GLORIOUS MYSTERY THE COSY ROOM AND OTHER
STORIES THE CHILDREN OF THE POOL, AND OTHER
STORIES UNCOLLECTED TALES The Short Stories LIST
OF SHORT STORIES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER LIST
OF SHORT STORIES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER The
Poems LIST OF POEMS The Non-Fiction THE MEMOIRS
OF JACQUES CASANOVA DE SEINGALT, 1725-1798
THE ANATOMY OF TOBACCO HIEROGLYPHICS DR
STIGGINS: HIS VIEWS AND PRINCIPLES
MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS The Criticism ARTHUR
MACHEN: A NOVELIST OF ECSTASY AND SIN by
Vincent Starrett The Autobiography FAR OFF THINGS
Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse
through our range of exciting titles

The Power of Sympathy: Or, The Triumph
of Nature
Πλατωνος Φαιδρος
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The Athenaeum
Postmodern fiction presents a challenge to the
reader: instead of enjoying it passively, the reader
has to work to understand its meanings, to think
about what fiction is, and to question their own
responses. Yet this very challenge makes postmodern
writing so much fun to read and rewarding to study.
Unlike most introductions to postmodernism and
fiction, this book places the emphasis on literature
rather than theory. It introduces the most prominent
British and American novelists associated with
postmodernism, from the 'pioneers', Beckett, Borges
and Burroughs, to important post-war writers such as
Pynchon, Carter, Atwood, Morrison, Gibson, Auster,
DeLillo, and Ellis. Designed for students and clearly
written, this Introduction explains the preoccupations,
styles and techniques that unite postmodern authors.
Their work is characterized by a self-reflexive
acknowledgement of its status as fiction, and by the
various ways in which it challenges readers to
question common-sense and commonplace
assumptions about literature.

ARTHUR MACHEN Ultimate Collection:
The Greatest Occult & Supernatural
Classics in One Volume (Including
Translations, Essays & Autobiography)
"The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog knows
one big thing." This ancient Greek aphorism,
preserved in a fragment from the poet Archilochus,
describes the central thesis of Isaiah Berlin's masterly
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essay on Leo Tolstoy and the philosophy of history,
the subject of the epilogue to War and Peace.
Although there have been many interpretations of the
adage, Berlin uses it to mark a fundamental
distinction between human beings who are fascinated
by the infinite variety of things and those who relate
everything to a central, all-embracing system. Applied
to Tolstoy, the saying illuminates a paradox that helps
explain his philosophy of history: Tolstoy was a fox,
but believed in being a hedgehog. One of Berlin's
most celebrated works, this extraordinary essay offers
profound insights about Tolstoy, historical
understanding, and human psychology. This new
edition features a revised text that supplants all
previous versions, English translations of the many
passages in foreign languages, a new foreword in
which Berlin biographer Michael Ignatieff explains the
enduring appeal of Berlin's essay, and a new
appendix that provides rich context, including
excerpts from reviews and Berlin's letters, as well as a
startling new interpretation of Archilochus's epigram.

What I Saw In America
Classical Philosophy is the first of a series of books in
which Peter Adamson aims ultimately to present a
complete history of philosophy, more thoroughly but
also more enjoyably than ever before. In short, lively
chapters, based on the popular History of Philosophy
podcast, he offers an accessible, humorous, and
detailed look at the emergence of philosophy with the
Presocratics, the probing questions of Socrates, and
the first full flowering of philosophy with the dialogues
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of Plato and the treatises of Aristotle. The story is told
'without any gaps', discussing not only such major
figures but also less commonly discussed topics like
the Hippocratic Corpus, the Platonic Academy, and
the role of women in ancient philosophy. Within the
thought of Plato and Aristotle, the reader will find indepth introductions to major works, such as the
Republic and the Nicomachean Ethics, which are
treated in detail that is unusual in an introduction to
ancient philosophy. Adamson looks at fascinating but
less frequently read Platonic dialogues like the
Charmides and Cratylus, and Aristotle's ideas in
zoology and poetics. This full coverage allows him to
tackle ancient discussions in all areas of philosophy,
including epistemology, metaphysics, philosophy of
language, philosophy of science, ethics and politics.
Attention is also given to the historical and literary
context of classical philosophy, with exploration of
how early Greek cosmology responded to the poets
Homer and Hesiod, how Socrates was presented by
the comic playwright Aristophanes and the historian
Xenophon, and how events in Greek history may have
influenced Plato's thought. This is a new kind of
history which will bring philosophy to life for all
readers, including those coming to the subject for the
first time.

The Ransom of Red Chief
Provides all the tools necessary to read and
understand Plato's Phaedrus in the original Greek.

Timaeus
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Our Nig (EasyRead Large Bold Edition)
"In Learning to Die in the Anthropocene, Roy Scranton
draws on his experiences in Iraq to confront the grim
realities of climate change. The result is a fierce and
provocative book."--Elizabeth Kolbert, Pulitzer Prizewinning author of The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural
History "Roy Scranton's Learning to Die in the
Anthropocene presents, without extraneous bullshit,
what we must do to survive on Earth. It's a powerful,
useful, and ultimately hopeful book that more than
any other I've read has the ability to change people's
minds and create change. For me, it crystallizes and
expresses what I've been thinking about and trying to
get a grasp on. The economical way it does so, with
such clarity, sets the book apart from most others on
the subject."--Jeff VanderMeer, author of the Southern
Reach trilogy "Roy Scranton lucidly articulates the
depth of the climate crisis with an honesty that is all
too rare, then calls for a reimagined humanism that
will help us meet our stormy future with as much
decency as we can muster. While I don't share his
conclusions about the potential for social movements
to drive ambitious mitigation, this is a wise and
important challenge from an elegant writer and
original thinker. A critical intervention."--Naomi Klein,
author of This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the
Climate "Concise, elegant, erudite, heartfelt &
wise."--Amitav Ghosh, author of Flood of Fire "War
veteran and journalist Roy Scranton combines
memoir, philosophy, and science writing to craft one
of the definitive documents of the modern era."--The
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Believer Best Books of 2015 Coming home from the
war in Iraq, US Army private Roy Scranton thought
he'd left the world of strife behind. Then he watched
as new calamities struck America, heralding a threat
far more dangerous than ISIS or Al Qaeda: Hurricane
Katrina, Superstorm Sandy, megadrought--the shock
and awe of global warming. Our world is changing.
Rising seas, spiking temperatures, and extreme
weather imperil global infrastructure, crops, and
water supplies. Conflict, famine, plagues, and riots
menace from every quarter. From war-stricken
Baghdad to the melting Arctic, human-caused climate
change poses a danger not only to political and
economic stability, but to civilization itself . . . and to
what it means to be human. Our greatest enemy, it
turns out, is ourselves. The warmer, wetter, more
chaotic world we now live in--the
Anthropocene--demands a radical new vision of
human life. In this bracing response to climate
change, Roy Scranton combines memoir, reportage,
philosophy, and Zen wisdom to explore what it means
to be human in a rapidly evolving world, taking
readers on a journey through street protests, the
latest findings of earth scientists, a historic UN
summit, millennia of geological history, and the
persistent vitality of ancient literature. Expanding on
his influential New York Times essay (the #1 mostemailed article the day it appeared, and selected for
Best American Science and Nature Writing 2014),
Scranton responds to the existential problem of global
warming by arguing that in order to survive, we must
come to terms with our mortality. Plato argued that to
philosophize is to learn to die. If that’s true, says
Scranton, then we have entered humanity’s most
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philosophical age--for this is precisely the problem of
the Anthropocene. The trouble now is that we must
learn to die not as individuals, but as a civilization.
Roy Scranton has published in the New York Times,
Wall Street Journal, Rolling Stone, Boston Review, and
Theory and Event, and has been interviewed on NPR's
Fresh Air, among other media.

The Hedgehog and the Fox
The Caricature of Love was originally published in
1957 by Hervey Cleckley, the author of the classic
text on psychopathy, The Mask of Sanity. With his
extensive clinical knowledge and experience, in this
volume Cleckley plumbs the depths of sexual
dysfunction and perversion, exposing their influence
on culture and society. While Cleckley's views on
homosexuality may be typical of his time, his analysis
has broad applications, bringing insight to the
dysfunction in homosexual and heterosexual
relationships, the probable causes, and the sexual
perversion of many of the "leaders" of our literary
heritage. From Plato to Marquis de Sade, and Andre
Gide to Evelyn Waugh, Cleckley describes the twisted
views of sexuality popularized via art and literature,
making it highly relevant in today's hyper-sexualized
culture. In concert with his more famous work on
psychopathy, The Caricature of Love sheds important
light on the problems of psychopathology. As is
becoming increasingly clear in our time, positions of
leadership are being saturated with such individuals,
manifesting in everything from government
incompetence, economic failure, endless wars and
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civil oppression, to human trafficking and pedophilia
rings. Cleckley exposes the nature of what lies
beneath those manifestations.

The laws of Plato
Boethius was an eminent public figure under the
Gothic emperor Theodoric, and an exceptional Greek
scholar. When he became involved in a conspiracy
and was imprisoned in Pavia, it was to the Greek
philosophers that he turned. THE CONSOLATION was
written in the period leading up to his brutal
execution. It is a dialogue of alternating prose and
verse between the ailing prisoner and his 'nurse'
Philosophy. Her instruction on the nature of fortune
and happiness, good and evil, fate and free will,
restore his health and bring him to enlightenment.
THE CONSOLATION was extremely popular throughout
medieval Europe and his ideas were influential on the
thought of Chaucer and Dante.

The Decline of the West
The Rhetoric of Fiction
The first edition of The Rhetoric of Fiction transformed
the criticism of fiction and soon became a classic in
the field. One of the most widely used texts in fiction
courses, it is a standard reference point in advanced
discussions of how fictional form works, how authors
make novels accessible, and how readers recreate
texts, and its concepts and terms—such as "the
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implied author," "the postulated reader," and "the
unreliable narrator"—have become part of the
standard critical lexicon. For this new edition, Wayne
C. Booth has written an extensive Afterword in which
he clarifies misunderstandings, corrects what he now
views as errors, and sets forth his own recent thinking
about the rhetoric of fiction. The other new feature is
a Supplementary Bibliography, prepared by James
Phelan in consultation with the author, which lists the
important critical works of the past twenty years—two
decades that Booth describes as "the richest in the
history of the subject."
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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